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Full Disclosure: My Political Views

• Unchanged for many years:
• Free markets/free trade
• Strong National Defense
• Strong alliances with Allies
• Originalism
• Pro-Reagan
• Anti-Trump

• Trumpism has now thoroughly infected the R party
• Only way for R party to be reformed is for it to be defeated at the polls

I will not consider support for any R until Trump is no longer the leader of Rs



Reaganism vs. Trumpism



Reagan Doctrine

The Message:
• Anti-Russia
• Strong Relationships with Allies
• Free Trade
• Welcoming to Immigrants
The Messenger:
• Great communicator
• Built a strong team
• No conflicts of interest



Trump Doctrine

The message:
• Enamored with “strongmen” e.g. Putin
• Transactional relationship with Allies

• Trade Wars
• Hostile to Immigrants

The messenger:
• Serial liar

• Massive narcissist
• Chaotic team

• Massive conflicts of interest



America Today

• America remains very racially 
polarized

• Rapidly becoming more polarized 
by religion/lack of faith

• Only modestly polarized by 
income/wealth
• Growing inequality could 

change this landscape



When was the last time the Democrats won a 
majority of the White vote in a Presidential 

election?



How Whites 
have Voted in 
Presidential 

Elections

Year
White Vote Split 

R/D
White Vote Margin 

for R
White % of 
Total Vote Election Result

2016 R 58% | D 37% +21% 70% D+2% (R won)

2012 R 59% | D 39% +20% 72% D +4%

2008 R 55% | D 43% +12% 74% D +8%

2004 R 58% | D 41% +17% 77% R +3%

2000 R 55% | D 42% +13% 81% Even (R won)

1996 R 46% | D 44% +2% 83% D +8% (Perot 9%)

1992 R 41% | D 39% +2% 87% D +6 (Perot 19%)

1988 R 60% | D 40% +20% 85% R +7%

1984 R 66% | D 34% +32% 86% R +18%

1980 R 56% | D 36% +20% 88% R +10%

1976 R 52% | D 48% +4% 89% D +2%

1972 R 68% | D 32% +36% R +24%

1968 R 47% | D 38% +11% R +1% (Wallace 14%)

1964 R 41% | D 59% (-18%) D +22%

1960 R 51% | D 49% +2% Even (D won)



Changing Demographics are Big Problems for Rs

• No Democrat has won the white vote since 1964
• White vote % of total has fallen from 89% in 1976 à 70% in 2016

• Trump’s margin of winning white vote (+21%) is strong, but so was Romney’s 
(+20%)

• Nixon white vote margin in 1972 was +36% and Reagan’s in 1984 was +32%

• Because white vote % of total is dropping, winning the white vote by +21% 
didn’t help Trump win the popular vote (lost by -2%)

• When George HW Bush won the white vote by +20% in 1988, he won election 
by +7%

• When Reagan won the white vote by +20% in 1980, he won election by +10%



Rush Limbaugh’s Proposal for Immigration 
Amnesty

“I would be willing to 
grant permanent 
citizenship for any 

number if you make 
part of the deal they 
can’t vote for 15-25 

years.”



2016 Presidential Election: Racial Breakdown 
of Voters | Racial Polarization

Race Percent of 
Vote

Vote Breakdown

White 70% D 37% | R 58%
Black 12% D 88% | R 8%

Hispanic 11% D 65% | R 29%
Asian 4% D 65% | R 27%
Other 3% D 56% | R 36%



Our Two Political Parties: Very Mixed vs. Very White

White Non-White

Total 70% 30%

Democrat 53% 47%

Republican 87% 13%

(2016 Presidential Election)



Religious Polarization across Political Parties

• Rapidly becoming “No Affiliation vs. Evangelicals
• Catholics are split between the two parties
• Catholics are also racially polarized: White and Hispanic



Trends in Religious Composition of Two Parties
Democrats

2007
Democrats

2014
Republicans

2007
Republicans 

2014
Evangelical 19% 16% 37% 38%

Mainline 
Protestant 17% 13% 21% 17%

Black Protestant 11% 12% 2% 2%
Catholic 24% 21% 22% 21%

Other Christian 2% 2% 4% 4%
Non-Christian 

Faith 7% 8% 2% 3%

No Affiliation 19% 28% 10% 14%



Was Trump’s Appeal to primarily low income White voters?

No.



Breakdown of White Voters by Income in 
2016 Presidential Election

Household Income 
Bracket

Voter Breakdown % Spread

Incomes less than $30K R 57% | D 34% +23%
Incomes $30-$50K R 56% | D 37% +19%

Incomes $50-$100K R 61% | D 33% +28%
Incomes $100-$200K R 56% | D 39% +17%
Incomes $200-$250K R 50% | D 45% +5%
Incomes above $250K R 48% | D 43% +5%

Trump’s Base is White Middle & Low income voters, although he has a slight edge 
with White High income voters



Republicans are Confronted by Stark Choices Due to 
Changing Demographics and Religious Affiliation –
What are Their Options?

• Can they appeal to the growing number of Non-white voters, or can 
they increase their win margin with White voters? Can’t do both.
• Can they increase their appeal to recent immigrants or should they 

try to reduce illegal and legal immigration? Can’t do both.
• Can they broaden their appeal to other religious groups or solidify 

their Evangelical base? Can’t do both.



Trumpism Provides Clear 
Answers for these 
Questions:

• Increase their win margin with White 
voters
• Try to reduce illegal and legal 

immigration
• Solidify their Evangelical base



Trump’s Base

Three distinct, but overlapping groups:
•White Nationalists
• Evangelicals
•Gun Rights



Trump’s Base: What is White Nationalism?

White Nationalists Believe:
• Their country and its culture are 

unique and worth preserving
• Patriotism is a virtue
• Citizens that share a sense of 

identity, norms, and history 
generally promotes trust
• Preserving a country’s culture 

while allowing immigration is a 
challenge
• Some believe their country is 

better than others
• Some are racists



What is a Racist?

• Do racists hate others simply because they have a darker skin or 
different shaped nose? Very few do.
• Racists hate people who they believe have incompatible values with their 

own
• They hate people who they believe engage in behaviors they find abhorrent
• They hate people who they believe are a threat to something they hold dear

• These concerns may be out of touch with reality
• Demagogues are skilled at amplifying these concerns

Source: Jonathan Haidt, “When & Why Nationalism Beats Globalism”, The American Interest, July 2016



DJT: A White Nationalist Racist & Demagogue

• Donald Trump has continued to accuse five black teenagers who had been 
accused of rape of being guilty ten years after DNA evidence exonerated 
them

• He started his 2016 campaign disparaging Mexican immigrants as “criminal 
and rapists”

• In 2015 he called for a “total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering 
the U.S.”

• In January, 2018 he called for less immigrants from Haiti and more from 
Norway

• He spent years claiming that Obama’s birth certificate was fake and that he 
was born in Kenya

• He said Obama, editor in chief of Harvard Law Review, was a “terrible 
student, terrible”



DJT: A White Nationalist Racist & Demagogue, 
Continued
• He highlights crimes committed by dark skinned people and is very 

slow to condemn hate crimes committed by whites
• He called those who marched alongside white supremacists in VA last 

year “very fine people”
• He hired Steve Bannon from Breitbart, who made white nationalism a 

central theme. Breitbart has had a regular column called “Black 
Crime”
• He once referred to a Miss Hispanic Universe as “Miss Housekeeping”

This list could go on…



The White Nationalist Base
• “These supporters will not drop their support for Trump. This is what they 

always wanted: a president who embodies the rage they feel towards 
those they hate and fear, while reassuring them that their rage is nothing 
to be ashamed of.”

• “Trumpism consists of an advocacy for discriminatory, even cruel, policies 
combined with vehement denials that such policies are racially motivated. 
The contradiction is as old as the United States, a society founded by 
slaveholders on the principle that all men are created equal” – Adam 
Serwer, “The Nationalist’s Delusion”, The Atlantic, November 2017 

• “The thing that irritates me the most is this NFL shit. I’m about ready to go 
over the top with this shit. We don’t watch no NFL now. Do you know 
what the NFL stands for? N****rs for life.” – Retired teacher in PA



Trump’s Base: Why Do Evangelicals Support Trump?

• Evangelical leaders have surrendered the idea that character matters 
in political life in direct exchange for political benefits
• Franklin Graham: “We certainly don’t hold up Trump as a pastor, but 

he does have a concern for Christian values and protecting religious 
liberty and freedom”
• Evangelicals are behaving no different than any lobbying group
• Lobbying groups do not have moral authority

Source: Michael Gerson, “The Trump Evangelicals Have Lost Their Gag Reflex, Washington Post, January 2018



Evangelicals Under Siege

• Just as Evangelicals reached an ascendancy over the last half century 
over their traditional rival, mainline Protestantism, they ran into a 
mainstream culture where religion was becoming an outsider
• Primary Evangelical political narrative is now adversarial – an angry 

tale about the aggression of their cultural rivals
• Evangelicals would prove highly susceptible to the message of 

resentful White Nationalism
• Trump regularly portrays Evangelicals as they depict themselves: a 

mistreated minority in need of a defender who plays by worldly rules

Source: Michael Gerson, “Trump and the Evangelical Temptation”, The Atlantic, April 2018





Evangelicals & The President Who Has Been 
Accused of Sexual Assault by 22 Women

After the Access Hollywood tape 
was released in October, 2016, an 
Evangelical leader said “All of us 
have agreed to stand by Trump, 
because he sacrificed his entire life 
and supported us.”



“The Faith of Donald Trump”

• Published in January, 2018 and written 
by two Evangelical leaders
• How to explain Trump’s rapacious 

libido?
• Trump’s sex exploits are simply his 

misguided quest for God

• Cites a character in a 1944 novel: “I still 
prefer to believe that sex is a substitute 
for religion and that the young man who 
rings the door at the brothel is 
unconsciously looking for God.”

Source: Erick Ericsson, “The Apotheosis of Donald Trump”, The Weekly Standard, February 2018



Trump’s Base: Gun Rights 
Advocates

• NRA is a very effective and increasingly 
militant lobbying group

• Its leader, Wayne Lapierre, said in February: 
“The Democratic Party are full of saboteurs 
who hate America.”

• As mass shootings pile up, support for gun 
control is highest now in 25 years – 67% 
want stricter gun control

• Gun control legislation will remain miniscule 
as long as Rs control state and federal 
legislatures

• Mass shootings will remain frequent in only 
one developed country in the world – ours



Trump’s Speech to NRA Annual Meeting – May, 2018

“Your Second Amendment Rights are under siege!”

“Democrats want to disarm law abiding Americans at the same time 
they’re releasing savage gang members onto our streets”



What are Implications for our Foreign Policy for 
Having a White Nationalist in the White House?

Very significant

• Many of Trump’s domestic policies are mainstream R, e.g. taxes, judges, 
anti-regulation, etc.
• His foreign policy is radical and not mainstream R

• American Foreign Policy since WWII has been based on checking the rise of hostile 
powers and maintaining strong alliances with capitalist democracies

• Trumpism Foreign Policy is based on trade deals and alliances with countries that 
espouse White Nationalist ideas

• Trumpism is hostile to Canada and the EU, but finds compatibility with Russia
• The Mideast is a special case – Trump expands on recent close ties the Rs have with 

Israel and supports and anti-Iran alliance, which means close ties with Saudi Arabia
• This is a new world for American Foreign Policy
• We have betrayed allies and given comfort to past enemies



America Has Gone Past the Crossroads and is 
Moving Down a White Nationalist Path

Is that the America you want?

• Demographic changes are moving against the Rs, but the Electoral College is a 
major insurance policy for them
• Rs are smart- they will not go down without a fight and they have played their 

cards well
• Incredible gerrymandering across the country means that the Ds need to have a 

win margin of 5-7% in US House votes to break even
• Michigan: the Ds won both statewide US Senate races, but are way behind in state House 

and Senate seats
• The Electoral College favors small states and the Rs
• By 2040, eight US states will have 50% of the US population, thus the other 50% 

of the US population will have 84% of the US Senate votes – this is problematic



The Case for Trump vs. Reality

What his Base Believes:

Trump has delivered on his 
promises:

• Lower taxes/strong economy & 
stock market

• Conservative judges

• Global respect for America 
restored

What is True:

• Soaring deficits when economy is 
overheating

• The ascent of the stock market has 
been a straight line since 2009

• Will these judges rollback abortion 
and gay marriage? Unlikely.
• Trump’s America is detested 

around the World – except in 
Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Israel



Why Trumpism Must Be Stopped

• He lies every time he opens his mouth 
– the concept of truth is being 
destroyed
• He is aggressively dividing our great 

country
• He is undermining basic democratic 

values (i.e. the press is “the enemy of 
the people”)
• He and his family are massively corrupt
• He is destroying global alliances that 

have been built over seventy years with 
bipartisan support



What YOU can do

Trump is the leader of the GOP and their rank & file are strongly behind 
him, therefore:
• Send GOP a strong message – do not support or vote for any of them
• Support Ds until Rs have restored their party to a sane conservatism 

based on principle, not fealty to powerful leader and racial identity
• Be vocal with friends about the dangers Trump and his GOP represent
• Don’t sit on the sideline



Thank you!


